
Instructions for GATE Certification Exams

Each of the GATE modules in tracks 1-3 has an associated exam. Your certification level 
depends on the number of modules you have passed:

• 3 modules = GATE Certified Text Analyst
• 6 modules = Advanced GATE Certified Text Analyst
• 9 modules = GATE Guru

Each exam has a time limit of 30 minutes. The examination session will last 2 hours, so 
you will have enough time to attempt 4 modules. All the information you need to pass the 
exam will be given to you during the presentation of that module during the training course: 
taking part in the relevant hands-on sessions during the training course may also be 
useful.

Each exam contains a series of questions, which may be in a variety of formats:
• short answer
• fill in the blanks
• multiple choice
• true/false
• image target (dragging a target to the correct place on a screenshot)

For multiple choice questions, there may be zero, one, or more correct answers.
Information about this is provided for each multiple choice question. If there are multiple
correct answers, make sure you select all of them to obtain the maximum number of
points. You will, however, be penalised for selecting additional wrong answers.

Make sure you have answered all the questions, from all the pages, before you click
Submit all and finish. You can click “Save without submitting” at any point during the exam,
though it should not be necessary. Once you have finished your exam, you will not be
allowed to modify your answers. You will have only attempt at each exam, in any
examination session. Keep an eye on the clock to make sure you are ready to submit
before time runs out, as you will not be able to make any modifications to your answers
once time has run out. Try to make sure you submit in time; however, do not panic if you
do not submit in time, as your work will not be lost.

Each exam is marked automatically, and the results will be given to you shortly after the
end of the exam.


